Abstract. This paper discusses a multiresolution approach to Bayesian design of binary filters. The key problem with Bayesian design is that for any window one needs enough observations of a template across the states of nature to estimate its prior distribution, thus introducing severe constraints on single window Bayesian filter designs. By using a multiresolution approach and optimized training methods, we take advantage of prior probability information in designing large-window multiresolution filters. The key point is that we define each filter value at the largest resolution for which we have sufficient prior knowledge to form a prior distribution for the relevant conditional probability, and move to a subwindow when a nonuniform prior is not available. This is repeated until we are able to make a filtering decision at some window size with a known prior for the probability P(Yϭ1͉x), which is guaranteed for smaller windows. The optimized training algorithm overcomes computational issues that are associated with larger window filter designs. Further the Bayesian multiresolution filter is compared with the differencing multiresolution filter. The robustness of the Bayesian design is demonstrated over variation of the distributions of the states of nature. We consider edge noise for our experiments with emphasis on realistically degraded document images.
Introduction
Since an appropriate model is rarely available for a mathematical derivation of an optimal binary filter, the most commonly employed approach is to use statistical optimization to find the best estimator over a window of pixels in an observed image to estimate the value at the window center in the unobserved ideal image. The filter is defined by a Boolean function of the binary random vector in the window and, using the mean-absolute-error ͑MAE͒ criterion, the optimal filter is the binarized conditional expectation of the ideal value, given the observed random vector. 1, 2 Because the determining probabilities are unknown, they must be estimated from pairs of realizations of the observed and ideal images, and the designed filter is an estimate of the optimal filter. Owing to the nonparametric nature of the filter estimation, for even modestly large windows there is a great number of probabilities to estimate. Hence, we are confronted with the precision problem for filter design: To what degree does the designed estimate of the optimal filter approximate the optimal filter itself? 3 If the number of variables in the window is large relative to the number of examples ͑observed window-pixel pairs͒, then the designed filter is likely to perform substantially worse than the optimal filter.
For a given window size, the data requirement can be reduced by constraining the class from which the filter is to be chosen. The desired filter is best among all filters in the constrained class, but not necessarily best among all possible filters; however, because optimization is over a smaller space, the estimation error arising from design will be less for the constrained class. If the lower estimation error ͑better precision͒ more than offsets the increased theoretical error owing to constraint, then the constraint is beneficial; if not, then the constraint is not beneficial. Various constraints have been employed in the design of optimal windowed binary filters, the most common of these being the requirement that the filter be increasing. 4, 5 A number of specialized techniques have been developed to design increasing filters. These include structuring element constraint, 6 recursive error representation, 7 iterative decomposition, 8 gradient-type adaptation, 9 genetic algorithms, 10 and soft morphological filters. 11 Since stack filters operate on the threshold sets of gray-scale signals, they are essentially binary filters and various design tools have been developed for them. [12] [13] [14] Since it is common for the values near the center of the window to be more determinative of the desired ideal value, one can also proceed by constraining the filter only with respect to the observations near the outside of the window. 15 Directly relevant to the present paper is the use of prior information in filter design. While prior information does not necessarily constrain the filter, it needs to be good because bad prior information can increase estimation error. A critical issue in this paper is the acquisition of good prior information. One method that has been successfully used in the design of binary filters is the assumption of a prior filter and estimation of the optimal filter by changing the as-sumed filter based on training data. 16 The prior filter approach generalizes the method of differencing filters that has been successfully applied in document restoration and resolution conversion, and which will be explained in detail. 17, 18 Another approach for employing prior information is to model the conditional probabilities used in filter design as random variables and to utilize the prior distributions for these variables in a Bayesian context when estimating the optimal filter from training data. 19 As is common with Bayesian estimation, a key impediment is obtaining prior distributions, and this impediment is accentuated in Bayesian filter design because, for a window with m pixels, there are 2 m prior distributions. Hence, as originally proposed, Bayesian design is restricted to small windows. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate how Bayesian design can be used for filters defined over larger windows by taking a multiresolution approach.
The basic understanding behind multiresolution analysis for filter design is twofold: ͑1͒ the greater the resolution at which the input image is observed, the better the ideal image can be estimated, and ͑2͒ the lower the resolution at which the input image is observed, the less the amount of data that is required for precise filter design. Consider an image viewed at a sequence of increasing resolutions ͑say, dpi͒, r 0 ,r 1 ,...,r M . For a fixed analog region, there is a corresponding sequence of digital windows containing increasing numbers of pixels. If ⑀ 0 ,⑀ 1 ,...,⑀ M are the errors for the optimal filters at resolutions r 0 ,r 1 ,...,r M , respectively, and 0 , 1 ,..., M are the corresponding estimation errors for filter design at a fixed sample size, then ⑀ 0 у⑀ 1 у...у⑀ M and 0 р 1 р...р M . Since the error of the designed filter at resolution r k is ⑀ k ϩ k , for a fixed sample size, the best resolution for filter design is the one that minimizes ⑀ k ϩ k . By studying sequences of resolution mappings, one can develop a multiresolution analysis in which the errors can be recursively represented and an optimal design resolution can be analytically determined. 20 Furthermore, better filtering can often be achieved by not fixing the resolution for a particular analog region, but instead defining the filter in a pyramidal fashion in which the filter output for a region is based on the highest resolution for which there is sufficient data to determine a filter value in which we have confidence. 20 In this paper, we incorporate a pyramidal multiresolution approach with Bayesian design. Each prior distribution for a conditional probability over a region is taken at the highest resolution for which we have sufficient information to form a nonuniform prior distribution. Multiresolution is used at the design stage for the prior distributions. Ipso facto, it is used at the filter-design stage, but this is a consequence of the decision made at the prior-design stage, not at the filter-design stage, as in the case of non-Bayesian multiresolution design.
Binary Filter Design
In this section we review the basic ideas behind the design of MAE statistically optimal binary filters, both nonBayesian and Bayesian design. We apply the latter to the parameterized edge-noise model we use to study multiresolution Bayesian design. For various design methods, there are corresponding precision errors that measure the error of estimation for the design process. These have been derived and studied in other papers. We state them in the appendix with appropriate references. Ultimately, the relation among these error expressions, sample size, and image model determines which method is best under a given set of circumstances.
Standard Design
A finite window Wϭ͕w 1 ,w 2 ,...,w m ͖ is postulated, and each translation of W to a pixel z yields an observation vector xϭ(x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n ) of 0's and 1's in W z , where W z is W translated to z, and each time the window is observed a binary value y occurs at the appropriate pixel in the ideal image. Since observations and ideal values are random, they determine a random vector X and a random variable Y. A set operator ⌿ is a W operator if there exists a Boolean function defined on m variables such that ⌿(S)(z) ϭ(X). Assuming the ideal and observed image processes ͑random sets͒ I and S are jointly stationary, X and Y are independent of z and the mean-absolute error of the filter ⌿ ͑or ͒ is defined by the expectation MAE͗⌿͘ϭ E͓͉Y Ϫ(X)͉͔. The optimal MAE filter is the quantized binary conditional expectation, which is defined by opt (x)ϭ1 if P(Y ϭ1͉x)Ͼ0.5, and opt (x)ϭ0 if P(Y ϭ1͉x)р0.5. The error of the optimal filter error is
where P(x) is the probability of observing x. Filter design from realizations depends on estimating the conditional probabilities P(Y ϭ1͉x). This is done by training over a number of realizations and forming the estimate P (Y ϭ1͉x) by dividing the number of times a 1 is observed in the ideal image given x is observed, by the total number of times x is observed. The estimated filter, opt , is defined according to the definition of opt (x) using P (Y ϭ1͉x) in place of P(Y ϭ1͉x). It differs from the optimal filter at x if P (Y ϭ1͉x)Ͼ0.5 and P(Y ϭ1͉x)р0.5, or P (Y ϭ1͉x)р0. 5 and P(Y ϭ1͉x)Ͼ0.5. The precision of the estimation procedure is the expected increase in error owing to using the designed filter in place of the actual optimal filter, E͓MAE͗⌿ opt ͘ϪMAE͗⌿ opt ͔͘. Its analytic formulation is given in Eq. ͑A1͒ in the Appendix. As the number of observations increases to infinity, the expected estimation error tends to 0; however, in practice, the number of samples is limited.
Differencing filters have been used to lessen the estimation error in certain situations, such as document restoration and resolution conversion. Their basic principle is straightforward: if the number of observations of a vector x does not exceed some required threshold during training, then, whenever x is observed in filter application, the value at the center of the window is passed unchanged. By x not being observed sufficiently often in training, we lack confidence in the estimate P (Y ϭ1͉x) of P(Y ϭ1͉x), and therefore decide to simply pass the observed value. In the framework of prior filters, the prior filter is the identity and, if we lack a good estimate of P(Y ϭ1͉x), then the designed filter is defined at x by opt (x)ϭS(z), where z is the window center. If we possess a satisfactory estimate, then the filter is defined by opt (x)ϭ1 if and only if P (Y ϭ1͉x)Ͼ0.5. The basic heuristic regarding the use of differencing design for restoration of noisy images is that the MAE of the degraded image is quite small. Hence, when lacking confidence in what to do, just pass the observed value. As has been demonstrated experimentally ͑and, to an extent, theoretically͒, there are degradations for which differencing filters work very well, such as edge noise, and degradations for which they do not work well, such as salt and pepper. The estimation error for differencing design is different than the standard-design error. It is given in Eq. ͑A2͒ of the Appendix.
Bayesian Design
The underlying assumption for Bayesian filter design is that the imaging environment is variable, and therefore the probability distribution for the model constitutes a random function, itself based on some random parameter vector. For instance, if one considers the random Boolean model generated by disks of random radius satisfying an exponential distribution, then there is a parameter determining the Poisson distribution of disk centers in the plane and a parameter ␥ giving the mean of the radius distribution. Assuming for simplicity a fixed ideal process, if an optimal filter is determined based on observation of a discretization of this model, then the filter depends on the parameters and ␥. Therefore it would be appropriate to denote the filter by ⌿ ,␥ , and the conditional probabilities by P ,␥ (Y ϭ1͉x). In real-world application, the parameters vary from situation to situation, so that the optimal filter likewise varies. In this sense, the intensity and radius parameters are random variables ⌳ and ⌫, and the conditional probability is a random variable Rϭ P ⌳,⌫ (Y ϭ1͉x). For classical estimation, data is taken in a given situation and the filter designed by estimating R for all observations. Suppose, however, we have the prior distribution f ⌳,⌫ (,␥). Then, in principle, we can determine the prior distribution, f R (r), of R. These prior distributions of R can be used for Bayesian estimation of the conditional probabilities, and therefore estimation of the optimal filter. 19 Here, we have only used the Boolean model to help describe the approach. All we need is a parameterized random image model and a prior distribution for the parameter vector. The prior distributions for the conditional probabilities are thereby determined. In fact, the Bayesian method only depends on there being a prior distribution for R.
We will apply the method in a multiresolution framework. It will be demonstrated for documents suffering edge degradation, where the random noise model is determined by an intensity parameter ␦, in which case the distribution governing r will depend on the distribution, f ⌬ (␦), governing ␦. ␦ and r are called states of nature relative to the image and probability models, respectively. The matter is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where on the right is the distribution governing the states of nature. For the given template x, for each state ␦ there is a probability R(␦)ϭ P ␦ (Y ϭ1͉x). R is a random variable because the states are values of the random variable ⌬, and hence RϭR(⌬)ϭ P ⌬ (Y ϭ1͉x). The prior distribution of R is induced by the distribution of ⌬ determining the states of nature. There is no practical way to deduce f R (r) from f ⌬ (␦) analytically. Therefore, we simulate images according to an image model to estimate f R (r).
For Bayesian estimation, we desire an optimal estimator R of R based on the prior distribution of R and on n independent observations Y 1 ,Y 2 ,...,Y n resulting from n observation vectors x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n . The Bayes estimator minimizes the Bayes risk E͓(RϪR ) 2 ͔, where the expectation is relative to the joint distribution of R and R . It is well known that the Bayes estimator is the conditional expectation R ϭE͓R͉Y 1 ,Y 2 ,...,Y n ͔. The conditional expectation depends on the posterior distribution of R, f (r͉y 1 ,y 2 ,...,y n ), whose expression in terms of the density of R and the conditional densities for Y 1 ,Y 2 ,...,Y n given r is well known. 21 The estimator opt (x) of opt (x) is given by opt (x)ϭ1 if R Ͼ0.5 and opt (x)ϭ0 if R р0.5.
In the non-Bayesian setting, opt (x) is a deterministic quantity, and opt (x) is a random variable depending on the random sample. In the Bayesian setting, opt (x) is a random variable depending on R ͑the state of nature͒, and opt (x) is a random variable dependent on both the random sample and the distribution of R. This is reflected in determining the convergence of opt (x) to opt (x) as n→ϱ. There is convergence if
͑2͒ This expectation is given in Eq. ͑A3͒ of the Appendix. The limit is zero for the beta model we will employ. The increase in MAE in the Bayesian case is also affected by opt (x) being a random variable. An error results from x if opt (x) opt (x), which is itself now a random variable dependent on R. For fixed Rϭr and fixed x, the expected estimation error is given in Eq. ͑A4͒ of the Appendix. The Bayesian precision error results from averaging this expected estimation error over the prior distribution for R and summing over all observations. It is given in Eq. ͑A5͒ of the Appendix.
For practical filter design we choose a beta prior distribution to represent R both for its mathematical tractability and its ability to represent many distributional shapes. The images we employ have random noise of intensity ␦ and the prior distribution for R is estimated from probabilities P ␦ (Y ϭ1͉x). This is accomplished statistically by generating images over the range of ␦, in accordance with its distribution f ⌬ (␦), and using the sample values of P ␦ (Y ϭ1͉x) to estimate the distribution parameters ␣ and ␤ for the beta distribution,
where 0рrр1 and B(␣,␤) is the beta function. The beta distribution has mean ␣/(␣ϩ␤) and variance ␣␤/(␣ ϩ␤) 2 (␣ϩ␤Ϫ1). There is a prior distribution for each x. When necessary, we will denote the prior distribution for a given x by f x,R (r), and the corresponding beta parameters by ␣ x and ␤ x . Since we employ estimates of these parameters, if x is not observed a sufficient number of times during training of the prior distribution, then we take f x,R (r) to be uniform because we do not have confidence in its accuracy as a prior distribution. Inaccurate prior distributions result in worse, rather than better, precision of filter estimation. For the beta prior distribution, the Bayes estimator for filter design is
where Ȳ ϭ(Y 1 ϩY 2 ϩ...ϩY n )/n is the sample mean of the observed ideal values during design. It needs to be recognized that there are two training phases. The first training produces the prior distributions. The second employs the estimated prior distributions for filter design by using the Bayes estimator R , which employs information from the prior distribution ͑the parameters ␣ and ␤͒ in conjunction with the sample values Y 1 ,Y 2 ,...,Y n . Taking all of this into account, the designed filter is fully defined according to the following Bayes filter decision rule:
• If x has occurred a sufficient number of times during prior training and is observed during filter training, then opt (x)ϭ1 if and only if R у 1 2 .
• If x has occurred a sufficient number of times during prior training but no instances of x are observed during filter training, then opt (x)ϭ1 if and only if R ϭ␣/(␣ϩ␤)у 1 2 .
• If x has not occurred a sufficient number of times during prior training to form a nonuniform prior and is observed during filter training, a uniform prior is assumed and opt (x)ϭ1 if and only if R ϭ(nȲ ϩ1)/ (nϩ2)у 1 2 .
• If x has not occurred a sufficient number of times during prior training and no instances of x are observed filter training, then R ϭ 1 2 and, in the manner of differencing filters, we choose to pass the observed pixel value.
Degradation Model
To study multiresolution Bayesian filter design we will use a parameterized model that has been employed in the simulation of edge-noise degradation for documents. 18 The degradation model adds noise to the inner and outer borders of characters of an ideal image. A key feature is that it allows the user to control the degree of degradation for the inner and outer borders while maintaining correlation between the borders. The inner boundary A in is determined by subtracting the eroded image from the input image and the outer boundary A out is obtained from subtracting the input image from the dilation ͑using a five-pixel cross structuring element͒. Noise is applied by first generating a white noise image plane having range ͓0,255͔. A 3ϫ3 averaging filter is applied to the noise image to arrive at a noise image that possesses a degree of correlation resembling the noise of some physical process. To apply noise to the inner border, a threshold just above the midpoint (128ϩ␦) is applied to the noise, and this is XORed with the input ideal image. Noise is applied to the outer border by thresholding the noise image just below the midpoint (128Ϫ␦), inverting, and ANDing with the outer border. This noisy outer border is then ORed with the image possessing inner border noise. The degraded image AЈ is given by
where N ␦ denotes the thresholded noise image. The noise decreases monotonically with increasing ␦ as seen in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 shows the inner and outer edges of a character image and the corruption of the characters. Figure 4 illustrates edge-degraded images with ␦ϭ32, 38, and 42. Figure   5 shows the kind of beta distribution we employ for the states of nature ␦. The skew favoring low noise ͑high ␦͒ is chosen since most practical imaging systems tend to lightly degrade images.
Multiresolution Bayesian Design
As employed in non-Bayesian filter estimation, pyramidal (hybrid) multiresolution design applies to observation vectors at the filter-training stage. 20 If x is the vector digitizing an image region at the highest resolution and x is not observed sufficiently often in training to obtain a good estimate of P(Y ϭ1͉x), then a lower resolution digitization z for the region is checked and, if z has been observed suf-ficiently often, then the filter is defined over the region by P(Y ϭ1͉z). If z has not been observed sufficiently often, then a further lower resolution is checked, and so on until the filter is defined for the input region. Figure 6 describes multiresolution and decision making. The relation between the precisions of the multiresolution design and standard design is quite complicated. Equation ͑A6͒ gives the expected estimation error for hybrid multiresolution filter design if we are limited to two resolutions and we only require a single observation of x to make our estimate of P(Y ϭ1͉x). Since there are only two resolutions, the designed filter is defined by opt,mult (x)ϭ opt (x) if N x Ͼ0 and opt,mult (x)ϭ opt (z) if N x ϭ0.
In this paper we apply multiresolution for the prior distributions. This means that data sufficiency is relative to the prior distributions. Multiresolution design is applied in the following recursive fashion:
• If x is the vector digitizing an image region at the highest resolution under consideration and x is observed sufficiently often when the prior distribution for R x ϭ P(Y ϭ1͉x) is being trained, then this prior distribution is stored. When the filter decision rule opt (x) is being trained, it is trained relative to the resolution for x and the prior distribution for R x . • If x is not observed sufficiently often when training the prior distribution for R x , then the next lower resolution digitization z for the region is checked.
• If z has been observed sufficiently often when training the prior distribution for R z , then this prior distribution is stored. The filter rule opt (x) is trained relative to the resolution for z and the prior distribution for R z , in effect meaning that opt (z) is used in place of opt (x).
• If z has not been observed sufficiently often when training the prior distribution for R z , then the next lower resolution digitization is checked, and so on. Since the lowest resolution ͑a single pixel͒ forms a lower bound on the process, the process must terminate in a finite number of steps.
We now illustrate multiresolution Bayesian design and compare it to three other kinds of filter design: differencing, multiresolution differencing, and ͑nonmultiresolution͒ Bayesian. We limit ourselves to a two-level multiresolution. The high-resolution window is 5ϫ5 and the lowresolution window is the 3ϫ3 centered subwindow. We note that digital subwindowing is a special case of multiresolution in which the analog image region corresponds to the region covered by the 5ϫ5 window and the lower resolution represents a coarser sampling arising from partial sampling at the original resolution ͑see the mathematical requirements on resolution-constraint mappings in the original study͒. 20 We have chosen to limit ourselves to a 5ϫ5 window at this point for two reasons: ͑1͒ the estimation problem due to insufficient number of samples is significantly reduced in comparison with larger windows, and ͑2͒ the memory required for training is not an issue, so that as opposed to the case with larger windows, there need be no discarding of training data. Thus, we are focused on the estimation issue. Concerning multiresolution Bayesian design, the smaller window will have a larger proportion of templates ͑observation vectors͒ for which there is good estimation of the prior distribution.
The key decision in training prior distributions is whether or not a vector has been observed sufficiently in training at a given resolution. In our case, the states of nature correspond to the noise-intensity value ␦, and images are simulated at noise level ␦ in relative proportion to the probability distribution of ␦. In the simulations, fifteen discrete values of ␦ have been employed. Following the generation of all images, a vector x has been observed some number of times N x . In the non-Bayesian multiresolution framework, one would only be interested in checking to see if N x is sufficiently large to obtain a good estimate of P(Y ϭ1͉x). We could take an analogous approach here and require N x be sufficiently large to get good estimates of the beta parameters ␣ x and ␤ x ; however, we have found that better results are achieved if it be required that a vector occur sufficiently often for at least a reasonable number noise ranges over which the prior distribution is being trained. For instance, if the training is over states of nature discretized into some number ͑here, 15͒ of ␦ values, then we require a vector to occur for at least some proportion 1 ͑here, 2/3͒ of the ␦ values, and for each of these ␦ values it must occur more often than a predetermined threshold 2 . If we reduce these thresholds, then we can obtain more prior distributions at the higher resolution; however, lowering them too much runs the risk of increasing erroneous decisions on account of inaccurate prior distributions. During simulations and testing we have chosen to use larger thresholds to demonstrate filter performance in the absence of significantly inaccurate prior distributions.
Once the prior distributions were trained ͑10 million examples͒, new data ͑80 000 examples͒ were used to train differencing (5ϫ5), multiresolution differencing (5ϫ5 →3ϫ3), Bayesian (5ϫ5), and multiresolution Bayesian (5ϫ5→3ϫ3) filters. The results are shown Table 1 . The multiresolution Bayesian filter outperformed both nonBayesian filters and the nonmultiresolution Bayesian filter. The latter improvement was not great, but we would not expect it to be given that a large amount of priordistribution training was used. For both Bayesian and nonBayesian training, the improvement resulting from multiresolution occurs because the 3ϫ3 window assists in cases where the 5ϫ5 window has not yielded good estimation at the prior-design stage for multiresolution Bayesian design and at the filter-design stage for non-Bayesian design.
We turn to Fig. 7 to illustrate the structural effects of multiresolution Bayesian design using prior distributions resulting from real data. The topmost row of the figure shows an ideal character ''a,'' a degraded realization of it at noise level ␦ϭ32, and the region of interest upon which we will focus. Note the three-pixel indentation at the bottom of the region of interest. The second row of the figure shows the degraded character and region of interest after 3ϫ3 restoration, and three templates along with the corresponding prior distributions for R x . For all three templates, the prior distributions are concentrated near 0 and the filter response for each in the absence of training is Y ϭ0. This is reflected in the region of interest by the three-pixel indentation remaining unchanged after filtering. The third row of the figure shows the degraded character and region of interest after 5ϫ5 restoration, and three templates along with the corresponding prior distributions for R x . The means of all three prior distributions are to the left of 0.5, and again the filter response for each in the absence of training is Y ϭ0. The bottom row of the figure shows the degraded character and region of interest after 7ϫ7 restoration, and three templates along with the corresponding prior distributions for R x . In this case, the template is sufficiently large to ''recognize'' that, across the distribution of the states of nature, on average all three pixels in the indentation should be filled. This is reflected in the three prior distributions all having means to the right of 0.5. Experimentation shows that a large number of templates may not occur across the whole noise-intensity range. Some templates will occur only in a neighborhood of a single ␦ value while some will occur across a wide range of Table 2 shows the different characteristics of the multiresolution Bayesian filter for a 5ϫ5 window for two different threshold settings for reliable estimation. In one case, 1 ϭ1 and 2 ϭ10; in the other, 1 ϭ2/3 and 2 ϭ3. As shown by the table, there is more higher-resolution prior information for the second filter, and there is a performance improvement, with the filter being defined via the larger window more often. This does not imply that we can continue indefinitely to decrease the observation requirements for prior-distribution estimation, since this would lead to inaccurate prior information, a topic we discuss in the next section.
If accurate prior information is available, Bayesian methodology helps filter design for small ͑filter-training͒ sample sizes. As the sample size increases, the Bayesian and non-Bayesian designs converge. The problem with Bayesian design is the requirement of accurate prior distributions. We have obtained these via a large amount of training in the context of a prior distribution for the states of the random image processes involved. If such training is not possible, or a good prior distribution on the states of nature is not available from which to numerically generate prior distributions for the conditional probabilities P(Y ϭ1͉x), then the Bayesian methodology cannot be applied.
Robustness Relative to Prior Distributions for Bayesian Design
In any Bayesian estimation framework, a key question concerns the behavior of the estimation when the true distribution of the states of nature varies from the assumed prior distribution. This is the robustness question for Bayesian estimation. This question was theoretically addressed in the original study of nonmultiresolution Bayesian filter design relative to the accuracy of the parameters ␣ and ␤. 19 To this point we have assumed that the distribution for the states of nature shown in Fig. 5 is correct . But what if we make an assumption that differs from the correct distribution of the states of nature? How will the filter designed on the erroneously assumed prior distribution behave when it is applied on the actual distribution of the states. Here we analyze the robustness of the multiresolution Bayesian 5ϫ5 →3ϫ3 filter when the assumed parameters differ from the actual parameters. Sample parameters are described in Fig.  8 . Some distributions differ slightly, while some are significantly different. The multiresolution Bayesian 5ϫ5→3 ϫ3 filter is compared with a multiresolution differencing 5ϫ5→3ϫ3 filter across the various prior distributions for the noise intensity. Since we are comparing a filter designed without prior information to a filter designed with prior information, for vectors not observed in filter training, the multiresolution differencing filter will pass the value at the pixel, whereas the multiresolution Bayesian filter will depend on the mean of the highest-resolution nonuniform prior distribution. At the other extreme, if we have a large amount of data for filter training data, then both filters are expected to be close to the optimal filter.
We consider the situation in which there is little training data for the filter. The filter is being trained at some unknown state of nature ␦ 0 . We can expect the differencing filter to outperform the Bayesian filter if and only if ␦ 0 is somewhat distant from the mean ␦ of the assumed prior distribution for ␦. Letting dif and Bay denote the differencing and Bayesian designed filters ͑either multiresolution or nonmultiresolution͒, this means that, when ␦ 0 is close to ␦ , we expect E͓MAE͗ dif ͔͘ϾE͓MAE͗ Bay ͔͘. When ␦ 0 is far away from ␦ , we expect E͓MAE͗ dif ͔͘ ϽE͓MAE͗ Bay ͔͘. If the assumed prior distribution differs from the correct prior distribution, then the behavior of the Bayesian-designed filter will depend on the amount of overlap. Since the differencing filter is independent of the prior distribution, its expected error with respect to the correct prior is fairly constant, with some slight variation depending on the signal characteristics.
To demonstrate the robustness of the Bayesian filter we assume that the right-most prior distribution in Fig. 8 is correct. Let us label from right to left the prior distributions in the figure by 0 , 1 ,. .., q , and label the correspondingly designed multiresolution Bayesian filters by Bay,0 , Bay,1 ,... Bay,q . For each of these designed filters, we will average its performance across the correct prior distribution 0 , taking into account the distribution of mass within 0 . The average for Bay,k is an estimate of E͕E͓MAE͗ Bay,k ͔͖͘, the inner expectation with respect to random sampling and the outer with respect to the intensity distribution 0 . Theoretically, we should have E͕E͓MAE͗ Bay,0 ͔͖͘ϽE͕E͓MAe͗ Bay,1 ͔͖͘ Ͻ...ϽE͕E͓MAE͗ Bay,q ͔͖͘. Kamat, Dougherty, and Barrera
͑6͒
Figures 9-11 display the experimentally determined robustness of the Bayesian filter versus the differencing filter at different sampling levels. Several points should be noted regarding the performances of the differencing filter: ͑1͒ the amount of training is low in all cases; ͑2͒ there is some improvement for increasing sample size; and ͑3͒ performance is independent of the assumed prior distribution and performance variability across the different distributions is due to experimental variation and the different effects on the signal ͑ideal image͒ of different edge-noise intensities. At all sampling levels, the Bayesian filter has outperformed the differencing filter at mean 36. Only at the lowest sampling level, 10 000 examples, has it not reached the performance level of the differencing filter at mean 30. This indicates that the assumed prior distribution is too far from the correct prior distribution ͑mean 42͒ for the filter to perform well with none, or very little training. With modest training, there are enough adjustments ͓in accordance with Eq. ͑4͔͒ to inaccurate prior information that Bayesian-filter performance is equivalent to differencing-filter performance. For mean 36 and above, the prior information is sufficiently accurate to allow the Bayesian filter to outperform the differencing filter.
It is possible to explain the robustness of the multiresolution Bayesian filter for the edge-noise model by considering the random probability R x as a function of ␦. Consider two ␦ beta distributions with mean 1 Ͻ 2 , and a vector x with center value x 0 ϭ1. Since x 0 ϭ1, if the noise is low, then R x ϭ P(Y ϭ1͉x) can be expected to high, which means that the mass of the distribution of R x will be concentrated near 1. The higher the mean of the ␦ distribution, the more f R x is concentrated near 1. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 12 , where the curves represent the probability densities f R x ,1 and f R x ,2 for the ␦ distributions for 1 and 2 , respectively. The means of both f R x ,1 and f R x ,2 exceed 0.5. Hence, in the absence of training data for the filter, the filters corresponding to both probability densities ͑both beta distributions for the states of nature͒ will output 1 when x is observed. This decision will only be erroneous when R x Ͻ0.5 ͑which is possible for some states of nature͒. The probability of a wrong decision depends on the distribution of R x , which in turn depends on whether the prior distribution corresponds to 1 or to 2 . Referring to the densities of Fig. 12 , we see that this probability is greater for 1 than for 2 . This probability gives the expected error, given the vector x. Hence, the expected increase in the MAE from assuming the prior distribution with mean 1 instead of the correct prior distribution with 2 is given by
which is the area of the shaded region in Fig. 12 . If 2 is the mean of a distribution whose mass is mainly concentrated at low-noise states, and 1 is fairly close to 2 , as in our preceding examples, then the Bayesian filter should maintain relatively good performance if the prior distribution is erroneously trained at 1 ; however, we can expect Fig. 9 The robustness of the Bayesian filter-I. Fig. 10 The robustness of the Bayesian filter-II. significant degradation if 1 is very low in comparison to 2 because this means that there is high noise and ͑for x 0 ϭ1͒ this will push more of the mass of f R x ,1 to the left of 0.5, thereby substantially increasing ( 2 , 1 ). For realistic document images, the noise usually corresponds to high ␦ values, and for these there is good robustness. Figure 13 illustrates the transformation of prior distributions for conditional probabilities for different distributions of the noise parameter using real data. The figure shows two 5ϫ5 templates together with the corresponding prior distributions for R x corresponding to two distributions for the noise level. For both templates, the mass of R x is more to the right for the rightmost edge-noise distribution because in both templates the center pixel is 1-valued and the rightmost edge-noise distribution corresponds to less degradation. However, there is a difference. For the first template, the mean of R x is to the left of 0.5 for the noisier model and the filter response in the absence of training is Y ϭ0; whereas the mean of R x for the second template is to the right of 0.5 for the noisier model and the filter response in the absence of training is Y ϭ1.
Multiresolution Bayesian Design With Large Windows
When error rates are very low for degraded images, it is very hard to improve the images with small windows, even if one has excellent probability estimates. The problem is that even without the error of estimation, the error of the optimal filter may not be much better than the error of the degraded process. Large windows can help because they capture more of the pattern. In a sense, very-large-window filters restore by recognizing the pattern situated at the window center. But they are not practical because of the inability to estimate conditional probabilities; indeed, only a very tiny proportion of the templates are observed in ordinary training. Non-Bayesian multiresolution design can help, but with modest training, precise probability estimates for large templates are very infrequent, so that higher resolutions do not play a significant role. Multiresolution Bayesian design assumes there is a very large amount of training for the design of prior distributions, and therefore more large templates are observed in prior-distribution training than in filter training. This means that, even if there are no observations of a template in filter training, if there is a largewindow prior distribution for this template, then the filter can be defined for the large window by using the mean of the prior distribution. Therefore, large windows can play a more significant role. The proviso is that there is sufficient prior-distribution training for more templates to be observed and that these result in accurate prior distributions. In this section, we examine the potential benefit for verylarge-window multiresolution Bayesian design. We will use small error rates for the degraded images and employ training techniques that facilitate acceptable probability estimates of the beta parameters.
To this point we have concentrated on estimation problems, but there is also a serious problem pertaining to memory management. The prior distributions need to be trained over a range of noise levels, and it is necessary to keep track of the number of times the template occurs and the number times the pixel at the origin of the template in the original image is 1-valued for every value of the degradation. The goal of design is to estimate the beta parameters for as many templates as possible. Prior to training we set the observation thresholds 1 and 2 . During priordistribution training, we periodically drop from consideration templates that appear unlikely to meet the thresholds, thereby enabling efficient memory management. Multiresolution design will still provide a suitable prior distribution at a lower resolution. Whereas 1 and 2 set minimal observation criteria, we further set a maximum criterion 3 , which corresponds to the number of observations necessary for a very confident estimation of the beta parameters. Once a template is observed 3 times, its beta parameters are fixed, and further sampling observations are ignored. The noise model can also be used to facilitate training. Since the noise is restricted to the edge, there are many large templates that cannot occur. In addition, there are templates for which the value at the center must be passed because it could not have been affected by noise. These templates can be considered to be null, and when observed in filter application are ignored with the center value being passed.
Associative arrays have been previously used during training for standard filter design ͑non-Bayesian estimation of the conditional probabilities͒ for windows up to 9ϫ9. 22 The use of associative arrays mitigates the memory load arising from preassigned storage, and proved to be useful in the cited application involving enhancement of fax images. In particular, only a very tiny proportion of possible templates occurs for fax images. Here, a much greater number of templates occurs, and window size up to 31ϫ31 has been implemented. Hence, various techniques have been used to facilitate the estimation of prior distributions: The main features include: ͑1͒ bit representation of templates that is optimized to minimize the total memory usage per template; ͑2͒ parallel implementation of the training algorithm; ͑3͒ simultaneous training for multiple window sizes; ͑4͒ cache management to reduce the effect of cache misses, which can pose a special problem for large windows because large amounts of data are frequently loaded. To demonstrate multiresolution Bayesian design for large windows, we limit memory to 100 MB and test filters over the same degraded image with noise level ␦ϭ38 from the prior distribution of Fig. 5 , using 80 000 examples for filter training. We start with a 3ϫ3 window and increase the window up to 11ϫ11. The same test is been done for multiresolution differencing filters trained with 80 000 and 320 000 samples for each window. Figure 14 shows that mutiresolution provides significant improvement for Bayesian design up to 7ϫ7, and continues to provide some improvement up to 11ϫ11. As per our intuition, differencing design does not receive as much benefit from multiresolution as compared to the Bayesian design at the small sample sizes we have used and the very low error rates.
Conclusion
Accurate prior information is a significant factor in filter design because it improves the precision of probability estimates. Assuming that there are prior distributions for the filter-determining probabilities means that the data collected during the filter-design stage is, in effect, focusing the filter on a particular state of nature among the set of states upon which the prior distribution is based. In the absence of a multiresolution approach, one is forced to employ a uniform prior distribution when a template has been insufficiently observed during prior-distribution training. This presents the designer with the problem of compromising between two options: ͑1͒ use large templates and almost entirely uniform priors; or ͑2͒ use small templates and lower the best accuracy achievable by the filter. Probabilistically, large templates employ more input variables; geometrically, they result in filter decisions based on significant structural information. Mutiresolution design facilitates the use of large templates that occur frequently, thereby allowing better decisions when such templates are available. At the same time, one is not forced to employ a large number of uniform priors, which would be tantamount to making filter decisions in the absence of any information, since, if these are unobserved during the large prior-distribution training, then they are likely to be unobserved at the filter-design stage. where F R ͉x is the conditional probability distribution of the Bayesian estimator R given the vector x.
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A.4 Bayesian Precision Error
For fixed Rϭr and fixed x, the expected error owing to estimation is E͓͉ opt ͑ x͒Ϫ opt ͑ x͉͔͒ϭ͉2rϪ1͉P͑x͒P͑R ͉rр0.5͒, rϾ0.5, ͑A4͒ E͓͉ opt ͑ x͒Ϫ opt ͑ x͉͔͒ϭ͉2rϪ1͉P͑x͒P͑R ͉rϾ0.5͒,
rр0.5.
The Bayesian precision error results from averaging over the prior distribution for R and summing over all observations 19 : error where the assumption is that, if x is not observed during sampling, then the output of the filter is randomized by being 0 or 1 with ideal-value probabilities P(Y ϭ0) and P(Y ϭ1), respectively. 
